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“I want to support the development of new titles for mobile game platforms.” – God of War Producer, Mark Adair “As a mobile developer, we want to support people who are developing innovative titles.” – NPL development manager Mobile game development company NplToday will make its first support for an overseas game as it has announced a
partnership with developer and publisher Media Navel, for the development of fantasy action RPG, Tarnished, that will be released for smartphones and tablets in the international market. The game tells the story of an underdog hero named Tarnished who is born in an unknown world and guides his way into adulthood. During the game, he must grow from a

scrawny and fearless boy into a powerful warrior, while further developing his hidden potential. The Battles in Tarnished A detailed fantasy action RPG where the battles are more intense than previous titles. • An Epic Drama Born from a Myth A legendary sword called Medallion No. 4 has been found in a different world and players play as three different
characters. • Innovative Strategic Movement with Depth Strategic battles are made by seamlessly changing the formations and positions of enemies while striking their weak points. • Unique Enhancements for Each Character Character abilities and attributes receive upgrades according to your playstyle, such as increasing your strength to become a strong

warrior or mastering magic. • Huge Battles that You Can’t Skip All the dungeons you enter in the game are actually the result of an ancient civil war and the powerful characters you face in the game have strategic weaknesses. As you battle, you will feel the intense tension of every one of your attacks. About Media Navel An independent company that makes
mobile games in the Japanese and overseas markets with strength in the simulation genres. The company supports the development of the Korean market, releasing games such as Fantasy Island, Cosmic Star Heroine, and Mystic House. media navel (a) is a registered trademark of Media navel Co., Ltd. # # # # # ABOUT NPL NPL, established in 2002, is a

mobile and PC game development company specialized in 2D and 3D games for smartphones and tablets. With a focus on action games, NPL has developed many popular games, such as Odallus, Dragalia Lost, Master Rank, and Yu-Gi-Oh! Dragon Ruler of Stormbluff. Check the N

Features Key:
Tarnished Dreams: >7 Legendary Heroes fight alongside you to fight for the ultimate destiny of mankind

Landed Attacks: >An action-packed battlefield where the Attack Skills of the enemies merge into a seamless pattern
Evil Arts: >A large variety of powerful magic to be used by Players

Unique Unit types: >Elden Heroes, Ghost Monsters and more. Including a variety of units with their own voices and actions
Land Use: >Enables you to use your magic and perform landing attacks in a wide range of places. Equipping them can bring great tactical advantages.
Ill-Placed Warp: >You can launch enemy units into the air and take an action by using this skill. Enemies are shifted to random locations upon launch.

Virtual Ironman: >Earn the rare diplomatic title to strengthen your allies. You can use the title to call for allies. As long as you are constantly in a certain status, your allies will continue supporting you.
Sacred Field: >When you guide your Hero to your opponent's field, your hero is given the ability to use ability skills to move. Activate this to protect your opponent's weakest field. You can then weaken your opponent's structure in your turn, causing major damage to the surrounding unit.

Move Support: >Attack using a Landed Skill with this unit, and this unit will be moved to another location. The amount of movement is equal to the amount you boost. Furthermore, this unit becomes stronger while moving.
Standard/Praxis Mode for all types

New Tiamat Features:

Battle Your Enemies >New battles are rendered in full 3D. Witness both your allies and the enemies' movement patterns and outcomes in real time.
New Tactical System >New units are acquired as you fight in battle, and their abilities are being activated.
Real-Time Sensors >The game features a newly implemented real-time virtual reality interface that can sense you, your allies, and your enemies.
Move your Strategy >New 
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"I’m not exactly buying this as a game, but the social aspect is kinda fun. There are a couple of big hooks in the PVP for players, there’s a whole, big disc world to explore and the guys on the dev team are solid folks." - VGMix "The game is fun enough in the starting parts; it’s great that there’s a fantasy MMO – this one doesn’t do anything new but it’s certainly
fun to play." - WeeklyGameCast "A game with RPG elements, but it doesn’t have much depth or use of the systems or classes. It’s a game that just wants to be an MMO." - CheatCC (full review) "I would say that those who are new to MMOs and RPG’s will be the ones that find the MMO-RPG part of the game appealing and will stick with it the most. " -
MiniverGaming " Elden Ring is a high quality, free-to-play fantasy MMO with the feeling of the typical RPG-turned-MMO" - opine.it "If you’ve never played an MMORPG, Elden Ring is a great place to start with a true fantasy experience. The game offers heaps of content, worlds to explore and battles to conquer. It’s a well-polished free-to-play MMO that is heavily
inspired by Japanese RPGs, but also includes some original ideas and features of its own." - IGN "Elden Ring gives players the chance to live out their fantasies of being a powerful lord and enjoying the simple life of a vagabond. Players can make their way through an expansive game world and obtain loot in the process. As you grow in rank, so too does your
wealth and power. Players can customize their characters and adjust their party’s abilities to suit their play style, which is especially useful for those who might want to play their way through the game’s content quickly." - GamingTap "Elden Ring is a real MMO, which means that there are plenty of quests, monsters, quests, and more quests to be found. For all
of these quests, the action is turn-based, meaning that players can manually choose the order in which they’d like to act and are not limited by the speed of the AI. All classes are usable bff6bb2d33
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1. High Fantasy Drama The game tells an epic story of a broken world. ■As one of the five main characters, you will take the role of a Tarnished Knight with a grim determination. As you quest and explore this ruined world in search of your family, you are accompanied by a goblin, an undead, and a dragon. You will meet monsters that are black, hollow, and
corrupted by dark magic. An epic drama that brings together the various thoughts of the characters, and is told in fragments. The play process will start with fragments that come to an end, as you are unable to progress any further. The play process is a story where multiple fragments are combined. If a new fragment appears, you can freely collect
information from others and look for clues that connect the fragments. 2. Online Games The game supports asynchronous online play that allows you to feel the presence of other players. Characters in your party will appear in the game’s active world. Connect to other player characters, enjoy the varied activities that each party member is engaged in, and
progress together. No online play without partners, the game will not function without online play. A beautiful environment where your party members appear, and when you enter the world, the game is seamlessly connected to online worlds. ■Key Features Key Features 1. Prologue The Tarnished Knight’s prologue is in the prologue of the game. In an era
where memory, time, and darkness are all in chaos, the Tarnished Knight sets off on a journey to search for their past. 2. Online Play A new online play feature that allows you to connect with other players through shared worlds. Enjoy the varied activities performed by other players, and progress together. 3. Searching for Clues Characters in your party will
appear in the world. Connect to other player characters, enjoy the activities performed by each party member, and progress together. No online play without partners, the game will not function without online play. 4. Endless Discoveries Discover new conversations that appear with party members and continue the story. 5. Play with Friends Using the online
play feature, you can enjoy the activities performed by your party members, and progress together. 6. Dungeons Explore the world in search of secrets. Encounter monsters that
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Если я нашел кого-то посещающих, хотя вы думаете, что вы — один из них, я бы хотел сказать, что не следую этой перспективе. Во всём мире есть режим «трагический искажение».

Одной из причин почему я туда пришел, это то, что я люблю постапокалиптические игры, а «Старбондий — Третья Блю 
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#include #include #include "caffe/layers/softmax_loss_layer.hpp" #include "caffe/util/math_functions.hpp" namespace caffe { template __global__ void SoftmaxLossForwardGPU(const int nthreads, const Dtype* prob_data, const
Dtype* label, Dtype* loss, Dtype negative_loss_weight) { CUDA_KERNEL_LOOP(index, nthreads) { const int n = index / 2; const int s = index % 2; const int label = static_cast(label[n]); const int prob = prob_data[n]; if (prob > 0 &&
prob > label) { loss[index] = -log(prob); } else { loss[index] = log(1. / prob) + negative_loss_weight; } if (label == s) { loss[index] = 0; } } } template void SoftmaxWithLossLayer::Forward_gpu( const vector*>& bottom, const
vector*>& top) { // The forward pass computes the softmax prob values. softmax_loss_layer_->Forward(softmax_bottom_vec_, softmax_top_vec_); const Dtype* prob_data = prob_.cpu_data(); const Dtype* label =
bottom[1]->cpu_data(); const int count = prob_.count(); Dtype* loss = top[0]->mutable_cpu_data(); int index = 0; outer_num_ = bottom[0]->shape(0); inner_num_ = bottom[0]->shape
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